
All Night, All Day 
(A Gospel Setting)

Measure 2-3  ½  clap on beats 2 and 4.
   ½  push jazz hands high right then left.
   All switch and do opposite move.
Measure 4-5  Jazz hands high, sway right, left, open, close to high “prayer”   
   hands.
   Bring “prayer” hands down moving right, left, right, left.
Measure 6-7  Repeat as Measure 2-3.
Measure 8-9  Jazz hands high, sway right, left, open, close to high “prayer”   
   hands.
   Bring “prayer” hands down smoothly in front of body.
Measure 10-17 Same as Measure 2-9.
Measure 18-19 Prayer hands to right, beat 3, then prayer hands to left, next beat 3.
Measure 20-21 Right hand to chest then out right, palm up.
   Left hand to chest then out left, palm up.
   On beat 4 of Measure 21, clasp hands together in front.
Measure 22-23 Circle clasped hands in front, right to left.  Then circle clasped   
   hands in front, left to right.
Measure 24  Right jazz hand down, palm out then left jazz hand down, palm   
   out.
Measure 25  Left jazz hands forward and up, palms will be facing out when   
   high.
Measure 26-33 Repeat as Measure 2-3 (chorus).
Measure 34-49 This section can be done as a “stack” section, adding a group every  
   4 measures (4 groups total).  Here is the 4 measure movement:
   Right jazz hand up 2x right,
   Left jazz hand up 2x left.
   Right jazz hand up 1x right, left jazz hand up1x left.
   Wave both jazz hands high, right, left, right, left.
Measure 50  Stop and just stand in place.
Measure 51-58 Chorus as before.
Measure 59-66 ½ do chorus as before, ½ do the “stack” section movement.
Measure 67-68 Repeat last two measures of chorus and stack movement.
Measure 69  Both jazz hands high, palms out and hold.
Measure 70-71 Bring hands forward and down, palms out.  “Prayer” hands on beat  
   2, quarter rest.
Measure 72  With “prayer” hands, all lean out, away from center and lift hands   
   towards the direction of lean.
Measure 73  On downbeat (piano hit), all stand straight, inside arm up and same  
   jazz hand high.  Hold with faces up.
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